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REMARKS ON THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF

SOLUTIONS TO DAMPED EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

IN HILBERT SPACE

FREDERICK BLOOM1

Abstract. Lower bounds are derived for the norms of solutions to a class of

intitial-value problems associated with the damped evolution equation u„ +

Au, + Bu = 0 in Hubert space. Under appropriate assumptions on the

linear operator B it is shown that even in the special strongly damped case

where A = TI, T > 0, solutions are bounded away from zero as t -» + oo,

even when r -» + oo.

Various authors (and most notably Dafermos [1] and Russell [2]) recently

studied the asymptotic behavior of solutions to initial-value problems asso-

ciated with damped linear evolution equations of the form2

u„ + Au, + Bu = 0 (1)

where u: [0, oo)->//, a real Hubert space with inner-product < , > and

natural norm ||(-)||; the usual assumptions which are made relative to (1) are

that [2] B is a bounded linear operator on H which satisfies a coerciveness

condition of the form

(v, Bv) > \\\vf;    X > 0, v E <%(B), (2)

where ^(B) denotes the domain of B and is such that 6Ù(B)= H. If

(Av, v)H > 0 and A ~ ' exists (the strongly damped case) then it is well

known that the energy

&(t)={(\\u,f + (u(t),Au(t))) (3)

associated with (1) decays at a uniform exponential rate and the asymptotic

stability of solutions to (1) follows immediately. Even if A _1 does not exist

(the weakly damped case) it may still be shown that under various circum-

stances hm^oo S (i) = 0. Our concern in this note will be with a special case

of the strongly damped situation where A = TI, T > 0 a real number, but

where the coerciveness condition (2) is not satisfied. We consider, in fact, the

system

w,? + Tu," - Nu" = 0, (4)

ua(0) = au0, ««(tt) = i>0   («o, »o £ <5D(AT)) (5)
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where a > 0 is a real number and ua E (?([0, oo); H) such that ua(t) E

^(/V) for each a > 0, t E [0, oo). We have replaced the operator B in (1) by

— N in (4) so as to afford easy comparison with recent related work on

growth estimates for solutions of undamped (r = 0) linear differential

equations in Hubert space [3], [4] which employ differential inequality argu-

ments of the type we will use in this paper.

In the present situation the positivity assumption (2) would assume the

form

O, Nv) < -X\\v\\2,   X > 0, v E <%(N). (6)

However, the assumptions that we will make here are that N is symmetric and

that3

<t>, Nv) > 0,   v E H, (7a)

with there being (at least) one element m0 E ty (TV) such that

(Ü0,NÜ0)>0 (7b)

under the assumptions (7a) and (7b) it will be shown that solutions u" of (4),

(5) with u0 = «0 and a sufficiently large satisfy

lim K(Of > «2|k|f<?"2o(a,r) (8)
/—»OO

where 20(a, T) depends on h0, t>0 and satisfies lim^^ 20(a, T) = 0, for all

a > 0, so that

lim    lim K(0H2> «2||"ol|2 (9)

for all a sufficiently large.

Remark. In [1] a second real Hubert space V is introduced with V = H,

V c H algebraically and topologically. Letting V denote the dual of V via

the assumption in [1] which corresponds to (2) is that

(v, Bv) > A||t>||%       X>0,üEF, (11)

where B E fc(V, V); such a setting is particularly appropriate for dealing

with problems in linear partial differential equations and it will be obvious

that our results carry over immediately in this framework also.

We now state and prove the basic growth estimate for the system (4), (5)

from which the claimed asymptotic results (8) and (9) follow almost

immediately; the argument presented below is a hybrid mixture of logarith-

mic concavity and logarithmic convexity arguments of íhe kind which have

been used so successfully in recent years to establish results on uniqueness,

3Thus (4) is an abstract version of an elliptic partial differential equation.
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stability, continuous dependence, and instability of solutions to initial-value

problems for abstract linear and nonlinear equations in Hilbert space [4]-[6],

as well as various initial-boundary value problems for nonlinear partial

differential equations [7]-[10].

Theorem. If ua E C2([0, oo); ^(N)) is a solution o/(4), (5), with u0 = m0,

and (7a), (7b) obtain, then

||«i«(0|f>a2lfo|fexp ife*     <!-.-«) (12)
«rn«oll

for all a > \\v0\\/y{ü0,Nüoy  and t > 0.

Proof. Let Fa(t) = ||Ha(f)||2, 0 < t < oo, where ua E C2([0, oo); H) is

any solution of (4), (5) with u0 = w0 and let ß > 0 arbitrary. A direct

computation, analogous to Levine [9, II, Theorem I], yields {F'a = (d/dt)Fa):

FaK'-(ß+W2

= 4(ß+ l)5a2 + 2Fa {<««, «,,"> - (2/8 + 1)«, u?)    (13)

where

Sa2 - «««, «"»«««, «,a» - (W, <>2 > 0, (14)

by the Schwarz inequality, for all a > 0; the result in (13) depends only on

the form of Fa(t) and is independent of the particular equation satisfied by

ua. In view of (4) and (14) we may deduce from (13) the differential inequality

FaF: -(ß+ l)F? > 2FaGafi,   0 < t < oo, (15)

where, for arbitrary ß > 0,

Gas E(«°- ^""> - r«> ""> - (2)8 + 1)«, «,">• (16)

Therefore,

Giß= -4ß(u?,Nu")-T(u?,u,«)

-T(u",K) + 2T(2ß+\)\\ur\\2 (17)

but

Ga,ß (0) = a2<M0, Nû0) - aT(ü0, v0) - (Iß + l)\\v0\\2 (18)

so integration of (17) and substitution from (18) yields

Ga,ß(0 = Ga,ß(0) - 2ß[<u°, Nu») - «2<ü0, Nü0}]

-T[(ua, „,«> - «<¿70) c0>] + 2T(2ß + 1) f'lKII2 rfr
•'o

> (2ß + 1)[«2<«0, Nü0) - \\v0f] - 2ß(ua, Nua) - T(u", «,«> (19)

where we have dropped the term proportional to f'0\\u"\\2 dr. However, in

view (7) and the definition of Fa, if we now choose a > \\v0\\/^J(ß0, Nu0)
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then the inequality in (19) may be replaced by

G^(t) > -2ß(u°, Nu") - £  FM (20)

But, by (16),

<««, Nu«) = GaS + T(W, «,,«> + (2ß + l)\\u?f (21)

and so substituting in (20) from (21) and solving for Gaß we find that

GaS> -Tli{ß)F^-2ß\\u?\f (22)

where

fi(ß)={ß + 12)/(2ß + l). (23)

Now, suppose we take the inner-product of (4) with ua, i.e.,

(ua, u,a) + T(ua, u,"> - (ua, Nu") = 0.

Then it is easily seen that this equation may be rewritten in the form

\ S Kf+i |ll"12=KII2+<«a^"a> i24)

which yields, in view of (7a) and the definition of Fa, the inequality

IK12<|f; + |f„'. (25)

Combining (22) and (25) we have

Ga,ß> -r(ß + n(ßm-ßF;' (26)

and, therefore, in view of (15),

KK ~(ß+ VF*2 > -2I\ß + u(ß))F^Fa - 2ßFaF: (27)

or

F.F; - [{ß + 1)/ (2ß + l)]F? > -2Ty(ß)F^Fa (28)

where

¿1I(ß1      ß + [(ß + j)/(2ß+l)]      l
y{ß)=    2ß+\     '-27T1- = 2 W

for all /S > 0; therefore, (28) is identical with

FaFa" ~[{ß+ 1)/ (2ß + l)]F? > -TF^Fa (30)

for all ß > 0. Taking the limit in (30) as ß -> 0 we obtain the desired

differential inequality, i.e.,

W - K1 > ~TF¿Fa. (31)
Direct integration of (31) yields

Fa{t) > Fa(0)exp[{F>(0)/rFa(0)}(\ - e-*')] (32)

and the desired estimate, i.e. (12), now follows directly from (5), with u0 = m0,
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and the definition of Fa. If we now set

2o(«> 0 = <w0, u0)/ar||w0|| , (33)

then it is immediate from (12) that

_   K(<)||2> «2|!«o||V/(,). (34)

if a > ||u0||/-yv<0, N^o> > where

/(0 = 20(«,r)(e-r'-l) (35)

satisfies/(0) = Oand

{ > 0,       <m0, v0}H < 0.

The asymptotic estimate claimed in (8) now follows directly from (33)—(35) if

we let / —> + oo in (34) while the estimate delineated in (9) follows directly

from (8) by taking the limit as T -» oo and using the definition (33) of

20(a, T). Two other results are worth noting in passing, namely,

J™JIK(0||/«)2>N|2'   for all/>0 (37)

and, for a > \\v0\\/}/(u0, Nu0),

Kmju"(t)\\2> «2||«^||2 exp{ - ||«ot|/«r||»0||} (38)

which follows directly from (8), (33), and the Schwarz inequality.

As an application of the above results we may consider the equations of

linear elasticity with viscous damping, i.e.,

ür(x, t) + Tûr(x, t) - JL \cm{x)      ¡x¡      j = 0 (39)

for i = 1, 2, 3, x E Í2 C <3l3 (a bounded region with smooth boundary 9ñ)

and t > 0; « is the elastic displacement vector while the cijkl(x) are the

components of the elasticities, i,j, k, I = 1, 2, 3, which are assumed to satisfy

the usual symmetries, i.e., cijkl — cjikl = cklij. We take H to be the completion

of C0°°(ñ) with respect to

<u, v> = f u,v, dx (40)

i.e., H = L2(ß) and define

(7Vm)-=¿;(^'(x)^)' ue//o(ß)> (4i)

where Hq(Q,), the completion of C0°°(ß) with respect to
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satisfies H ¿(SI) C L2(ñ) algebraically and topologically with H ¿(SI) dense in

L2(S2). We note that N, as defined by (41) is bounded as a linear operator

from //0'(fi) into H~l(U) where //"'(fl) is the completion of C0°°(ß) with

respect to

IM =    sup
vBH¿(Q)

bv'dx\/{i^dx)
1/2

We append to (39) initial and boundary data of the form

m,"(x, /) = 0, x E8ß, / > 0,

u?(x,0) = af¡(x), ti/a(x,0) = g,(x),

where f,g E H ¿(SI), and note that

«*'>-L<i(«* I)* -"//- |l *»•
provided the elasticities ciJk!(x) satisfy4

VWW« < ° (a11 í e £(a3; ^3) and * e ß)-

If, in addition, there exists at least one element/ E #0'(ß) such that

Um 3/î   3A
<£c < 0

(43)

(44a)

(44b)

(45)

(46)

(47)dxj  dx,

then the results which follow form the theorem above may be applied to the

system consisting of (39), (44a) and (44b), with/ = / provided we choose

- - ^/2

3/,   94■>(x**)7|-ic,„
'«*  3x,.  3x,

í/x (48)
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